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. , $J$ . Eells-L. Lemaire [EL] .
$M$ Riemann , $V$ $M$ vector bundle .
. $V$ section $u(\cdot, t)$ :




(C1) $J$ $2k$ self-adjoint elliptic operator, $N$ ,
(C2) $V$ zero-section $0$ , $J(0)=N(O)=0$ , , $0$ (1.1) ,
(C3) $N$ $m> \frac{1}{2}\dim M+k$ , $||u||_{H^{m}},$ $,||v||_{H^{m}}<1$ ,
$||N(u)-N(v)||_{H^{m-k}}\leq C$( $||u||_{H^{m}}$ llu-vllHm+k+llvllH-+ $|u-v||_{H^{m}}$ )
.
, $H^{m}(V)$ $V$ section $m$ Sobolev . Sobolev $m>$
$\frac{1}{2}\dim M$ , Hilbert . (See R. Palias [P]).
, (1.1) , .
: Hilbert $H^{m}(V)$ $S$ (1.1) $u_{\infty}$ ,
(1) $S$ $H^{m}(V)$ ,





, $H^{m}(V)$ $\mathcal{U}$ (1.1) u , (1.1)
.
, .
Theorem 1. $m> \frac{1}{2}\dim M+2k$ ,
(1) $H^{m}(V)$ , codimension $0$ . codimension $J$
, .
(2) $H^{m}(V)$ , dimension $0$ . dimension $J$
.
1 , ( $Eells$-Sampson ) .
$M,$ $N$ Riemann . $f$ : $M\cross[0, \infty$) $arrow N$ ,
2 :
(1.2) $\{\begin{array}{l}\frac{\partial f}{\partial t}=\tau_{f}f(0)=f_{0}\end{array}$
$onon$ $MM.\cross(0, \infty$
]
, $F$ : $Marrow N$ , $F$ $M$ 2 $\tau_{f}=0$
. 1 , (1.2) “ ” .
$F$ : $Marrow N$ 1 , $f$ : $Marrow N$ $\sup_{x\in M}d_{N}(F(x), f(x))<i_{N}$ ,
$f$ vector bundle: $F^{-1}TN$ section $u$
$f(x)=\exp_{F(x)}u(x)$
. , $d_{N}$ $N$ Riemann , $i_{N}$ $N$ .
, (1.2) $u$
(1.3) $\{\begin{array}{l}\frac{\partial u}{\partial t}=-J_{F}(u)+N_{F}(u)u(0)=u_{0}=(exp_{F(x)})^{-1}f_{0}\end{array}$ $onon$ $MMx(0, \infty$
]





Theorem 2. $M,$ $N$ Riemann . $F$ : $Marrow N$ $m>$
$\frac{1}{2}\dim M+2$ ,
(1) $H^{m}(M, N)$ , codimension $F$ , codimension $F$
Index &Nulli$ty$ ,
(2) $H^{m}(M, N)$ , dimension $F$ , dimension $F$
Index .
, $H^{m}(M, N)$ $M$ $N$ $m$ Sobolev . , $F$
.
$F$ : $F$ $F$ Index, Nullity $0$ .
Jacobi $J_{F}$ . , $H^{m}(M, N)$ $F$ $U$
, $U$ $F$ . [NI,N2].
$F$ : $F$ $F$ Index $0$ . Jacobi
$J_{F}$ . , $F$ . $F$ Bott
, $H^{m}(M, N)$ $F$ $U$ , $U$ (1.2)






$J$ $\{\lambda_{1}\leq\cdots\leq\lambda_{N}\}$ , $\{\lambda_{-1}\geq\cdots\geq\lambda_{-m}\geq\cdots\nearrow\infty\}$
. $\lambda$ $\lambda$ $:= \min\{|\lambda_{-1}|, |\lambda_{1}|\}$ .





. , ${\rm Im}(\pi_{+}+\pi_{0})$ , norm .
norm , Sobolev norm .
, $L^{2}(\mathbb{R}+;H^{m+k}(V))\cap L^{\infty}(\mathbb{R}+;H^{k}(V))$ $\mathcal{B}_{\mu,m}$ norm
$|u|_{\mu,m}^{2}$ $:= \int_{0}^{\infty}||u(t)||_{H}^{2}.+kdt+\sup_{t>0}[e^{2\mu t}||u(t)||_{H^{m}}^{2}]$
, $\mathcal{B}_{\mu,m}$ Banach .
(1.1) , $B_{\mu,m}$ :
Tu$(t)$ $:=e^{-Jt} \pi_{-}u_{0}+\int_{0}^{t}e^{-J(t-s)}\pi_{-}N(u)(s)ds$
$- \int_{t}^{\infty}\pi_{0}N(u)(s)ds-\int_{t}^{\infty}e^{-J(t-s)}\pi_{+}N(u)(s)ds$ .




Theorem 3. $m> \frac{1}{2}\dim M+2k,$ $0<\mu<\lambda,$ $|u|_{\mu,m},$ $|v|_{\mu,m}<1$ ,
(1) $|Tu|_{\mu,m}^{2}\leq C_{1}(||\pi_{-}u_{0}||_{H^{m}}^{2}+|u|_{\mu,m}^{4})$ ,
(2) $|Tu-Tv|_{\mu,m}^{2}\leq C_{2}(|u|_{\mu,m}^{2}+|v|_{\mu,m}^{2})|u-v|_{\mu,m}^{2}$ .
, (1.1) :








$\mathcal{B}_{\mu,m}$ , $u$ $|u|_{\mu m<\mathcal{E}}$
}
.
4 (1.1) $0$ .
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